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IBTROOUCTIOK

Tho following report is based on the interpretation 

of aa electromagnetic survey carried oat tay Sharpe Geophysical 

Surveys limited on a property of too Keyboyeoa Mines United 

in the manitouwadge area of Ontario. The survey was initiated 

on March 15th, 1954 and completed on April 5th, 19)4*

Lines were out on this property at (nominally) 200* 

intervals, oriented duo north, magnetic, and readings of 

electromagnetic tilt angles were made at 100* intervals along 

these lines*

The electromagnetic technique employed in this survey 

eatails the following!

A transmitter ooil of wire is suspended so that it* 

plans is vertical. Aa alternating current with a frequency of 

1000 e.p.s. is passed through this ceil* The ooil is oriented 

so that its plane passes through the observer position. Tho 

observer tilts a "receiver" coil in the plan* perpendicular to 

tho line Joining him to tho transmitter until he detects a 

or position of minimum signal. The tilt of the plane of the 

receiving ooil at the "null* position is then recorded.
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tforaally, in the absence of subsurface conductors, the tilt 

is aero, i. e., the null position is in the horizontal. How 

ever, the mgnetie field, du  to the transmitting coil (called 

the "prioary field0 ) causes eddy currents to flow in subsurface 

conductors, and these eddy currents, in turn, give rise to 

"secondary" aagaetic fields which distort the prtaary field. 

This distortion results in characteristic tilts of the null pos 

ition out of the horizontal, and from the resultant electromagnet 

ic tilt angles, the presence and position of the conductors my 

be deduced.

There is no simple relationship between the aagait- 

ud* of the electromagnetic tilt angles and the slse and adnerali*- 

ation content of the causative conductor. For exaaple, a shear aone, 

100 feet wide, containing only a few percent of sulphides, nay fi** 

rise to the sens nognitude of the tilt angle as a 10 foot sons of 

40JE sulphides or of an even saaller anount of well interconnected 

platy graphite. Much depends, also, on the position of the trans- 

sdtter coil relative to the conductors. 

PBOPEHIY IJQCATIQS

This property consists of nine claims lying west of 

Harricana, Grandines, and Anaeon property and west of Waskisk Lake in 

the Manitouwadge area of the Thunder Bay district of Ontario.
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GSKSRAL QSQLOGT

titter*** no geological napping of the two properties 

ha* bam carried oat to data, on the basis of extrapolation of 

IHoavon's worl^S u*ing th* aaroaagnotio nap of the ara* it 

would appear that the properties ara largely underlain by 

granite and granite gneiss. Some gabbro-diorite ha* bean noted 

on an adjacent property by T* Flanagan. 

CBOiSRAL QEOPHTSICAL CCKCLUSIOMS

80 conductors of po*Bibl* eoonosdc inportanoe f roa a 

basa wrtal standpoint have been Indicated by 14)1* surrey on 

eitaer bloek. Several vary ndnor oonductor* with an east-woat- 

erly strike aay be veen on the property but these are not believ 

ed to warrant any interest*

It nay be concluded that no important basa metal 

sulphide* exist within 200* of the ground surface on either of 

these block* and that there i* no basis for reeoaaending further 

exploration of the properties. 

DI3CUSSIOR Qp BSSUL18

the accompanying pl*n nap on a sarnia of l8* 300* show 

the distribution of the electromagnetic tilt angle* and the 

conductor* deduced theref roa. Pew very minor oonductor* are 

shown.

from th* shape of the tilt angle curve*, it is apparent

x Thomson, J. S. "Heron Bay - Whit* Lake Area11 - Map 41 J

O.D.K. 1932
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that the conductors Ha at only shallow depth* below ths 

ground surface, The tilt angles do not exceed 10O ia peak- 

to-peak magnitude. Hence w* moat oonduda that thaa* 

conductor* oaraiot be of interest for a baae metal aulphida 

dapoait.

It ia vary wlikely that any important 

 ulphid* deposit* lying within 200* of the ground surfa*** 

would have been miaaed by the present aunraQr, and heaoa it 

is ooocluded that the e two blocks ol* gro md warrant no 

furthar investigation for that type of deposit*

July 15, 1954. Walter J. Sharpe,
President.
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